Left-right discrimination in medicine
Are left handed people the last great neglected minority?

Right and left are so very confusing. Perceptually, distinguishing right and left is surprisingly difficult, as Gormley and colleagues’ linked article shows (doi:10.1136/bmj.a2826).¹ Scientifically the origins of a brain polymorphism that makes 90% of people use their right hand for skilled activities but the other 10% use their left hand are unclear.² And socially, ethically, and educationally, there is confusion over the needs and rights of those people whom I sometimes describe as the last great neglected minority—left handers.

Right handedness is so obvious a fact of life that few people realise how unusual it is. All other species, except perhaps chimpanzees,³ are made up half and half of right handers and left handers. Nor is it coincidence that right handers and left handers. Nor is it coincidence that minor—left handers.

This consensus statement is an important document, not least because of the united voice it has achieved from the leaders of the profession across the UK. It is unlikely to be the last word, however. As the statement itself says, “the role of the doctor is changing and will continue to change alongside the needs and expectations of patients.”

⁷ Godlee F. The role of the doctor. BMJ 2007;335: (17 November) doi:10.1136/bmj.39399.659144.47.
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Draft revised definitions from the ILO (www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/jscq/draftdoc.htm)

Medical doctors diagnose and treat human physical and mental illnesses, disorders and injuries, and recommend preventive action, based on the scientific principles of modern medicine. They may specialise in certain disease categories or methods of treatment, or assume responsibility for the provision of continuing and comprehensive medical care to individuals, families and communities.

Nursing professionals . . . treat and care for the physically or mentally ill, [and] the elderly. They assume responsibility for the planning and management of the care of patients, including the supervision of other health care workers, working in teams with medical doctors and others in the practical application of preventive and curative measures, and dealing with emergencies as appropriate.

and they must be indivisibly combined with empathy, compassion, and integrity. Where individual doctors fall short of achieving or maintaining this highly demanding combination, the profession needs to have effective ways of taking action in the interests of patients and society.
Learning from emergencies

The lessons are often forgotten before the next crisis comes along

From time to time the media report a major emergency in a developing country, the risks of starvation and disease, and the urgent need for international assistance. In many cases this is followed by public appeals from charities and the announcement of millions of pounds in government aid. In most cases the emergency then fades from view, perhaps leaving the viewer with a sense of unease about the effectiveness of the international response. Large sums of public money are spent on relief; in 2006, $8bn (£5.4bn; €6.3bn) was provided by the countries that belong to the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.\(^1\) It is therefore reasonable to ask what happens between emergencies. Specifically, what is being done to improve the international response?

The human impact of different types of disasters is now well understood, and steady progress has been made with relief techniques and technologies. But deep and possibly insurmountable problems with relief management remain. The international humanitarian “system” is little more than a loosely connected core of United Nations technical agencies and larger non-governmental organisations, with a periphery of smaller non-governmental organisations, businesses, individuals, and military organisations. The system is inconsistently funded and cannot enforce coordination or consistently maintain technical and professional standards.

In the 1970s, Western coined the term “disaster epidemiology” to describe the study of the human impact of natural disasters (earthquakes, floods, and destructive winds) with the aim of identifying patterns that might help predict relief needs (Western KA. The epidemiology of natural and man-made disasters: the present state of the art [dissertation]. Diploma in Tropical Medicine and Hygiene, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 1972). Some findings were unsurprising—for instance, that mortality and injury associated with earthquake are related to types and standards of building construction. Violent floods, such as the recent Asian tsunami, may cause massive numbers of deaths but leave comparatively few seriously injured survivors. Less obviously, it was found that even in very cold locations the risk of environmental exposure was low because survivors build temporary shelters. In addition, no reliable accounts were found of epidemic disease, except where populations moved and concentrated in new locations—\(^9\) for example, people escaping to higher ground after floods.\(^7\)

It was also found that, in general, international relief was not crucial to the emergency response. Search and rescue and the care of the injured are conducted by survivors and local health services and are often substantially completed within two to three days. Distant international organisations cannot deploy quickly enough to provide effective health care, and international search and rescue teams have had little success.\(^3\) The main role of international relief is in later reconstruction.

Patterns of epidemic disease, malnutrition, and other health problems that follow population displacement are similarly well documented, and approaches to health relief that emphasise immunisation, disease surveillance, the interruption of disease transmission, and the standardisation of case management are well developed. The aetiology of famine has a sound theoretical basis,\(^4\) and effective methods have been developed for early warning and the prevention of famine.\(^5\) Techniques for the assessment and management of malnutrition have improved.\(^6\)